Honda s90 battery

This page shows some photos of the bike restoration. The aim was to put the bike back into a
usable condition, rather than restore every fine detail. It needed to be tidied up cosmetically and
made safe. It would also need to pass the road-worthiness test at the garage. These
photographs show the bike in its original condition. The missing parts included, the silencer,
the drive chain, front brake cable, battery, indicators and the ignition switch. Parts which
required work were the seat, the paint and the wiring. The wiring in particular was very
incomplete and had been modified by previous owners. The indicator and light switches were
damaged too. The bike was disassembled into component parts. The painted parts were sent for
shot blasting to remove paint and any rust. Then they were repainted in a new shade of orange.
All the parts came up well except for the rear swinging arm which revealed a bodged repair near
the rear wheel. It looked like the swinging arm had been damaged by the sprocket bolts at some
stage. Whatever the cause, a significant amount of metal in the swinging arm tube, had been
worn away making it unsafe to use. Thankfully someone on the S90 Yahoo Group , had a spare
one for sale. It had already been powder coated in black and so rather than paint it orange, it
was left black. This image shows the tank after painting. The badges were not to the original
design but they looked much better than the old damaged ones. This picture shows the frame,
forks and wheel arches assembled. The centre stand and foot brake lever were also in place.
The foot brake had a new bush made up to reduce lateral movement at the pivot. Click to
enlarge. So an alternative taper roller bearing set was purchased, shown on the left here. The
headlamp mounting was repaired by screwing a brass block to the underside of the housing
which was tapped to take an M4 screw. Then a brass tag was soldered to the underside of the
lamp bezel to hold the assembly in place. The beam height adjuster nut had come of its
mounting, so this was soldered back in place too. New headlamp mounting plate 4mm hole.
Brass block on housing tapped M4. Click to Enlarge This photograph shows a bit more
progress. The handlebars were fitted along with the headlight and clock. The airbox and rear
number plate were also in place. Some of the electrics had been installed including both
handlebar switches, the lights and a new ignition switch. The bike was rewired using a new
wiring loom , but this loom was for a different revision of bike. Originally the bike would have
had a multi-position ignition switch to operate the headlights, but the new loom was for a more
simple 2 position ignition switch. Therefore a different 3 position headlight switch was needed
to operate the lights. New headlight Switch. Both the indicator switch and headlight switch
needed to use the handlebars as an earth connection. However the bars were insulated from the
rest of the bike because they were clamped via shock absorbing rubber mounts. So an earth
lead was added to one of the bar clamps by drilling and tapping the end of the clamp bolt and
attaching a wire with a small brass screw. The other end of this wire was connected to the
wiring loom earth circuit, which had a spare connection inside the healight cowel. The Engine.
There were no signs of wear and tear in the gearbox, but the clutch had seized and needed to be
unstuck. The head was removed and inspected for faults. It needed cleaning and the valves
were re-ground to make it good. Cylinder head. Head after cleaning. Top view of cylinder and
piston. The cylinder bore looked in good order, as did the piston. The piston was marked as
being 0. The bore measured The exhaust valve measured 5. The inlet valve measured 5. Both
valve stems measured just undersize, so they were replaced. Specification The Exhaust one
was The inlet one was Both these were just about OK. The exhaust one was The inlet was Both
these were OK. Camshaft with no significant wear The camshaft, cam followers, cam chain and
rocker shafts were all OK. So the engine was re-assembled with a new gasket set. The tappets
were reset and the engine loaded back into the bike frame. Fitting Tip. When removing and
fitting the side cover to extract the camshaft, It is a good idea to remove the drive pin from the
camshaft to avoid damaging the seal. The pin can be removed with needle nosed pliers. New
exhaust clamp An original silencer was purchased from EBay. However the clamp to join it to
the down-pipe was not available, so a new one was machined from a piece of bright-mild steel
bar. The bar was machined to be a tight fit on the silencer pipe and a block of steel was brazed
to the side for the pinch bolt. This block was then sliced through to allow tightening. The part
was finished in high temperature paint. This photo shows the new seat. It was for a later S90
model. The rear mountings were the same but the front had to have a conversion plate made up
as shown below. This plate was a spring fit under the bar behind the fuel tank. New Seat. With
the engine back in the bike a running test was performed although it still lacked wheels and a
fuel tap, so a bottle was used to feed a small amount of petrol into the carb. The bike was
difficult to start due to a weak spark and some old fuel. The spark was improved with a new set
of points and with some fresh petrol it eventually started. It ran very roughly and there was
smoke blowing from the crankcase breather. The plug was also covered in oil despite a short
running time. Unfortunately none of the parts fitted, including the gasket; so the float bowl was
sealed with a gasket made from tyre inner tube. However after a week this seal had swelled and

began to leak. So another gasket was cut from cork. Carburettor repair kit The home-made cork
gasket was cut by first making a print of the float bowl using ink and then cutting the inside and
outside profiles with a knife. Click to enlarge The engine head was removed to look for causes
for the burning oil. The piston was inspected closely and the oil control ring was damaged in
places. The piston was taken to an auto engineer who also saw signs that the engine had seized
in the past and signs of corrosion in the bore. So a re-bore and oversized piston were used to
make things good again. This photo shows the new piston installed. It was easiest to fit the
piston rings to the piston and then ease the piston into the bottom of the bore using just finger
nails. Then offer the cylinder, piston assembly up to the connecting rod and push the gudgen
pin through. This was much easier than fitting the piston to the con-rod first and then trying to
fit the cylinder. Don't forget to but the base gasket in place before the cylinder though. Second
running test. With the wheels built , the bike was re-assembled to retest the engine. The
carburettor and exhaust were fitted but the bike still needed brakes, air filter, petrol tap, cables
etc The engine ran much smoother this time, compression was noticeably higher and it ran with
no visible smoke. The idle was quite steady although a little fast. Everything else in the engine
sounded OK. Tap 1 was a brand new complete tap from Honda, but unfortunately it didn't have
the second inlet to connect the other side of the fuel tank. So the internal parts from tap 1 were
merged with the new tap body to make one good tap with all the right connections. This bracket
was secured between the forks using 2 M6 screw holes which were already present in the fork
yoke. The horn switch worked by earthing against the handlebars, but these were insulated
from the bike on their rubber mounts, so an earth wire was added to the handlebars to complete
the circuit. Finally after passing the UK road worthiness test , the bike was finished and put into
use on the daily commute. The bike has been used for miles without major problem. There
continue to be tuning tweaks particularly to the carburretor to get the bike running smooth and
the chain has been tensioned once. There was also a journey when the brake light switch stuck
on an nearly flattened the battery, but the bike still made it home. New foot brake bush made
from bronze. The head-stock bearings were not in good shape and the shot blasting had
damaged the outer races. Click to Enlarge. This photograph shows a bit more progress. The
Engine The engine was inspected to see if anything needed attention. Cylinder Bore. The valve
stems were measured to check for wear. The outer valve springs were checked for free length.
The inner valve springs were also checked. Camshaft with no significant wear. The camshaft,
cam followers, cam chain and rocker shafts were all OK. Fitting Tip When removing and fitting
the side cover to extract the camshaft, It is a good idea to remove the drive pin from the
camshaft to avoid damaging the seal. New exhaust clamp. An original silencer was purchased
from EBay. Seat adaptor plate. First Running Test With the engine back in the bike a running
test was performed although it still lacked wheels and a fuel tap, so a bottle was used to feed a
small amount of petrol into the carb. Bike running - note the smoke in the garage. The
carburettor leaked badly and so a "Keyster" repair kit was purchased. Carburettor repair kit. The
home-made cork gasket was cut by first making a print of the float bowl using ink and then
cutting the inside and outside profiles with a knife. The engine head was removed to look for
causes for the burning oil. This photo shows the new piston installed Fitting Tip It was easiest
to fit the piston rings to the piston and then ease the piston into the bottom of the bore using
just finger nails. Second running test With the wheels built , the bike was re-assembled to retest
the engine. To finish fitting the wheels and brakes some parts were made up on the lathe
including a spacer bush for the rear wheel and some brake nuts. Stainless was used for all
parts. The leaking fuel tap was fixed by making one good one out of 3 incomplete ones. Tap 2
was the old leaking tap. Tap 3 was a brand new tap body which Did have the second inlet on the
rear. New tap in position. A bracket was made up from brass plate to hold the new horn
assembly. The finished Bike - Click to enlarge. And for some of us, batteries aren't absolutely
necessary. They're bulky, expensive, and have the nasty habit of leaking on rigids. Here are the
criteria for determining if you can run your bike without a battery:. Basically, a battery eliminator
is simply a large capacitor placed in the circuit where the battery was. For a kick-only bike, you
really don't need the battery for starting when using a generator or magneto. When the bike is
running, the system charging system generates enough juice to keep the bike running. The
capacitor does two things. First, if the bike was run recently, it will boost spark voltage as it
discharges stored energy when starting. Second, it levels out the current flow, particularly when
the bike is idling. This keeps the lights from flickering, and from buring out bulbs. Several
companies sell the capacitor packaged in a kit. A couple of things to consider when using a
capacitor in place of a battery. First, these things get wicked hot, so don't mount one where
you'll accidentally touch it. Second thing, it won't remove all light flicker, just limit it. Finally,
you won't have any lights until you start this thing. An alternative to going battery-less is to use
a tiny lawn mower or dirt bike battery, and a capacitor. This can be small enough to fit into a

tool pouch, are pretty cheap, and will give you light before you kick the bike over. The
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copies for your personal use, however. Legal and Privacy Statement. Parts Reviews. Biker
Lifestyle. Here are the criteria for determining if you can run your bike without a battery: Must
have kick-start, unless you really like push-starting your bike Generator bike - Knuckles, Pans,
early Shovels, Ironhead Sportsters, aftermarket reproductions, ect Magneto Basically, a battery
eliminator is simply a large capacitor placed in the circuit where the battery was. In the
beginning came the Cub. And while the step-through, 3-speed 50cc Cub worked perfectly for
urban commuters, motorcycle enthusiasts, especially in the U. Enter the Honda It also looked
more like a traditional motorcycle, though with a pressed steel spine frame. Then in came the
sporty S90 with an all-alloy engine and overhead camshaft. The downside was that overhead
cam engines were typically more expensive to manufacture and valve clearances more difficult
to adjust. Each rocker had a screw adjuster for straightforward valve adjustment. The built-up
crankshaft ran on two impressively large ball main bearings with a caged roller bearing big end.
Drive to the wet mutliplate clutch was by gears, passing from there to a 4-speed constant mesh
gearbox with left side foot control one down, three up. Final drive was by chain. Claimed output
was 8 horsepower at 9,rpm â€” an impressive rate compared with most of its contemporaries.
The compact drivetrain was bolted to a pressed steel beam frame. The chassis ran on inch
wheels front and rear, both with 2. Ignition was by coil fed from an alternator and a 6-volt,
6-amp-hour battery, which also powered the lighting and other electrics. Slender,
contrast-colored fenders and a streamlined gas tank with chrome side panels completed the
sporty look. The list of standard equipment was impressive for a small bike, too, and included a
large, replaceable-element air cleaner, turn signals, a tool kit stored under the seat, dual mirrors
and a passenger grab strap. Although no tachometer was fitted, the maximum speeds in each
gear were marked on the speedometer. Not surprisingly, it proved to be very popular in its day,
and is now a collectible classic. Suzuki entered the U. Like the S90, the K11 used a pressed
steel spine frame, but added a single front downtube. Wheels were 2. Under the hood was a
79cc air-cooled, piston port 2-stroke single with an iron cylinder, alloy head, gear primary and
4-speed transmission. The main difference: a rotary disc-valve intake system. This fed the It was
a setup t
toro snowblower repair manuals
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hat confused many first-time Kawi pilots. The engine attached to a pressed-steel frame running
on 2. Over its life, the J1 was available in a number of specifications. The J1 range was replaced
in by the 90cc G3 models. I heard something about a company named Yamaha. It was bigger
than either Suzuki or Kawasaki, so why not mention that brand as a contemporary? I had the
rotary valve YL-2 cc single. The Yamaha 80 was also very common. Motorcycle Classics is
America's premier magazine for collectors and enthusiasts, dreamers and restorers,
newcomers and life long motorheads who love the sound and the beauty of classic bikes. Sign
In. Register Today! Honda S90 Photo courtesy Honda. Continue Reading. Share your thoughts.
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